A respected IT consultant / business process analyst and Pan Am veteran, LM
Reynolds weaves her technical expertise with background from her global travels to
create tales of international suspense and intrigue.
SPIES IN OUR MIDST
Tech-business owner Lindsey Carlisle is enjoying an evening with friends on Boston’s North Shore
when she receives an unexpected visit from the FBI. As the agents describe an explosion and fire at her
sister Cat’s home—and the discovery of two bodies in the ruins—Lindsey is stunned by the news and
completely unprepared for the questions that follow. Shock turns to anger as the implication becomes
clear: the FBI believes her sister is connected to terrorism.
Armed only with confidence in her sister’s patriotism, Lindsey sets out to learn the truth. When she
dives into a backup of Cat’s computer and discovers a sophisticated program—one with US government
fingerprints—she finds more questions than answers. Revelations about Cat’s life force a reevaluation of
every aspect of their shared history, as seemingly unremarkable events take on a darker meaning and
mounting evidence points to an imminent attack on US soil.
Against a backdrop of international intrigue, Spies in our Midst paints a story pitting sibling loyalty
against national allegiance, with ordinary people drawn into events requiring the most difficult choice of
all: who to trust with your life.
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SPIES WE KNOW
In their pursuit of a suspected terrorist, intelligence operative Cat Powell and Washington insider Paul
Marshfield find their efforts stalled, until an intercepted e-mail leads them to the door of an Indian man
visiting the United States. What their elite team of operatives discovers in his apartment sets off alarms
that an attack may be looming on the horizon.
When additional evidence implicates a respected Indian businessman and his family, and the name
surfaces of a Soviet agent once posted to Mumbai, Cat and Paul are forced to revisit the past … and
confront the deadly consequences of decisions made long ago.
In this rousing tale of international intrigue, Cat, Paul, and their team race across the globe—and against
the clock—in a desperate effort to stop an enemy with murderous intent.
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LM Reynolds is available for speaking engagements, book signings, and readings.
lmrReynolds@gmail.com
www.lmreynolds.com
239.829.6987
www.facebook.com/lm.reynolds.author
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